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Podcast: Guest - Mat Staver;  
Topic: Impeachment of a former President

News From Around PA

There was a failed attempt to add special protections to those who claim LGBTQ status when debate came up on HR 55, the constitutional amendment to limit a governor’s emergency declaration to 21 days. Every Democrat voted for the LGBTQ amendment to the bill.  The current LGBTQ Equality Caucus in the PA General Assembly is now a 70-member bipartisan group. State Senator Katie Muth (D-Montco) was elected chair. State Reps Brian Sims (D-Philly) and Dan Frankel (D-Allegheny) are co-chairs.

A petition has been started demanding an Upper Perkiomen Valley School District (Montco) board member resign after sharing a social media post about Dr. “Rachel” Levine that some considered derogatory.

News From National Scene

President Biden’s choice for Secretary of Education, Miguel Cardona, supports transgender girls (biological males) competing in high school girls’ sports.

A Travis County, TX judge temporarily blocked the state from removing Planned Parenthood (PP) from its Medicaid program. TX GOP has been trying to unhook state taxpayers from funding PP since 2015!

Mattel-owned American Girl has created a backstory for its 2021 Girl of the Year Doll, Kira Bailey. The book, Kira Down Under, which is included with the doll, explains that her two aunts are really “married.”

Remember the Lisa and Isabella Miller story? Lisa was in a lesbian relationship with Janet Jenkins; they traveled from Virginia to Vermont in 2000 to enter into a civil union. Lisa gave birth to Isabella through artificial insemination using the sperm from an anonymous donor. When Isabella was 4 months old, the three moved back to Vermont. As the relationship became more abusive, Lisa turned to the Lord and became a Christian. She left the lesbian lifestyle and, when Isabella was 17 months old, moved back to Virginia. The battle over parental rights began and when Isabella was 5 ½ years old Jenkins was allowed visitation privileges. However, after each visit Isabella had severe reactions including nightmares and bedwetting. The battle over Isabella continued, to make a long story short, in 2009 a Vermont judge granted sole custody to Jenkins. Lisa, the biological mother, was horrified and she and Isabella disappeared in early 2010! Isabella is now 18 years old and on January 19th she and Lisa went to the US embassy in Nicaragua where Lisa voluntarily surrendered to US Authorities. Lisa’s hope was that they could travel to the US together, but Isabella is still in Nicaragua while Lisa is in the states where she spent two weeks in a Florida detention center and is to be transferred to Buffalo, NY.

Pray for this situation!
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